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Abisch, Roz, ad. 'Twas in the Moon of Wintertime; The First American Christ-
mas Carol; illus. by Boche Kaplan. Prentice-Hall, 1969. 27p. $4.95.
Based on the first carol written in this country more than three hun-
Ad dred years ago (as was Laura Nelson Baker's O Children of the Wind
3-5 and Pines, reviewed in the October, 1967 issue) the story of the mission-
ary priest, Jean de Brebeuf, who worked with the Huron Indians in Can-
ada. Here there is a brief description of the Huron culture, a comment
on the priest's missionary effort, and the words of the song, followed by
the musical notation with full verses. The writing style is simple and
dignified; the earlier pages are unfortunately crowded with print. There
is great harmony in the format, the brown pages illustrated with stark
designs, somewhat stylized but very much in the Indian tradition.
Aldis, Dorothy (Keeley). Nothing Is Impossible; The Story of Beatrix Potter;
illus. by Richard Cuffari. Atheneum, 1969. 156p. Trade ed. $4.50; Li-
brary ed. $4.13 net.
A liberally fictionalized biography, written in capable style but at
Ad slow pace; perhaps the most conspicuous weakness of the book is that it
4-6 is written for an audience older than those for whom Beatrix Potter
wrote and not old enough to have either a nostalgic or a professional
interest.
Aliki, ad. The Eggs; A Greek Folk Tale; retold and illus. by Aliki. Pantheon,
1969. 29p. $3.95.
A sea captain had once, while eating fried eggs in a restaurant, been
R called away (because a storm had risen) before he could pay. Years
K-3 later, the restaurant owner threatens legal action unless the captain pays
five hundred gold pieces. Why this vast sum? Well, if he'd kept the eggs,
and they'd hatched, and the progeny had multiplied . .. etc. The cap-
tain's lawyer says he can cope, but he's late for the hearing. Breathless,
he explains that his wife insisted the leftover beans not be wasted so that
he had to help plant them. "Who ever heard of cooked beans sprouting,"
laughs the innkeeper. "And who, sir, ever heard of fried eggs hatching?"
The style of the retelling is excellent, with no distractions in the way of
excess verbiage, direct in approach and natural in dialogue. The illus-
trations have vigor and humor.
Almedingen, E. M. Frossia; A Novel of Russia. Meredith, 1969. 320p. $4.95.
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A story of the Bolshevik Revolution. Frossia's papa had been a court
Ad jeweler, her mother the daughter of a prince, her grandmother of a fam-
9- ily older than the Romanovs. When the Revolution came, Grandmamma
passed out poison pills which only Frossia refused to take; when the oth-
ers were gone, she made her way back to Petrograd. This long-spun
story has some fascinating glimpses of life in the years of strain and
upheaval, but it is weakened by the depiction of Frossia as courageous,
intelligent, charitable, hard-working, reasonable, beautiful, and with ev-
ery other attribute of virtue. While the author's bias seems to be in fa-
vor of the good old days, the characters, of which there are too many,
are not put into slots; many have no political interest, some of the com-
munists are good, some of the aristocracy are not good, but there is cer-
tainly about Frossia an aura of "blood will tell." Written in a heavy style,
the book is a shortened and revised version of a 1943 publication.
Anglund, Joan Walsh. Morning Is a Little Child. Harcourt, 1969. 28p. illus.
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.57 net.
Quiet brief and simple poems, one or two to a page, about weather,
NR nature, familiar childhood occurrences, and one or two minor woes. The
4-6 rhymes are on the sweet side and of pedestrian calibre; the pastel illus-
yrs trations are greeting-card-pretty, with the typical Anglund round-faced
(sans eyes or mouth) children, twining roses, and blue ribbon bows.
Armstrong, William H. Sounder; illus. by James Barkley. Harper, 1969. 116p.
Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.79 net.
The story of a black sharecropper's family, written with quiet
R strength and taut with tragedy. Having stolen to feed his family, the fa-
7-10 ther is arrested at home; trying to protect his master, the dog - Sounder
- is severely wounded. The oldest boy haunts the roads, seeking his fa-
ther in chain gangs; he is taken in by a teacher and learns to read, his
mother agreeing that he must have this chance. The boy bears with dig-
nity the double burden of grief: the once-mighty animal crippled, and the
shadow of a man who returns to die in silent desperation. Grim and hon-
est, the book has a moving, elegiac quality that is reminiscent of the
stark inevitability of Greek tragedy.
Asimov, Isaac. Words from History; illus. by William Barss. Houghton, 1968.
265p. illus. $5.
The indefatigable Mr. Asimov again delves into the derivations of
R words (two hundred fifty) whose roots are in the past. One page is devot-
6- ed to each word, and this means that on some pages there is historical
material that serves as background rather than as the origin of the ac-
tual words (for example, the fact that an ottoman is called that because
the Ottoman Turks had an overstuffed backless seat; the paragraphs that
precede this are pure history) but who cares? The material is made
fascinating by the easy conversational style, is informative by virtue of
the author's encyclopedic knowledge, and is amplified by an index.
Baum, Lyman Frank. A Kidnapped Santa Claus; illus. by Richard Rosenblum.
Bobbs-Merrill, 1969. 45p. $4.95.
M First published in 1904, a combination of a moral tale and a Christ-
3-4 mas fantasy, with busy, busy illustrations of pedestrian quality. The
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book has some historical interest, but the story itself is quite weak; the
Daemons of Selfishness, Envy, Hatred, Malice, and Repentance kidnap
Santa Claus because he makes children so happy that they never come
to the caves of the Daemons. Santa's little helpers (pixies, fairies, etc.)
take over the task of distribution and are on their way, with reinforce-
ments, to rescue him when he appears, homeward-bound, having been
released by Repentance. "As for the wicked Daemons of the Caves, they
were filled with anger and chagrin when they found that their clever cap-
ture of Santa Claus had come to naught." Too stilted to read aloud well,
and too difficult for the independent reader young enough to be a believer.
Borack, Barbara. Someone Small; illus. by Anita Lobel. Harper, 1969. 32p.
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A tender but matter-of-fact look at some growing years in the life of
R a small girl. Life is already full (of possessions, satisfactions, and love)
K-2 when a baby sister comes along to disrupt the pattern. The girl asks for
a pet bird, and enjoys Fluffy but finds, as time goes by, that a sister is
more responsive; in fact, in time, she is fun. And in the fulness of his
time Fluffy dies. The little sisters bury him lovingly, then go on to play.
Life changes. The lesson isn't punched at all, but quietly insinuates it-
self; the story is realistic and low-keyed, touched faintly with humor.
The illustrations have the same ingenuous quality.
Calhoun, Mary (Huiskamp). The Pixy and the Lazy Housewife; illus. by Janet
McCaffery. Morrow, 1969. 30p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.36
net.
Legend has it that the household pixies of Devon are hard workers
R but cunning in their teasing. So, at least, Old Bess found them when she
K-3 trapped some to help her with her work, for Bess was the laziest woman
there was, and the most slovenly. Outwitted by the pixies, Bess was tor-
mented and punished until she changed her lazy ways. The tale is gold in
folk style, effective for reading aloud and good for storytelling. The writ-
ing has gusto and humor; the illustrations have an antic note.
Campbell, Ann Raymond. Let's Find Out About a Ball; written and illus. by Ann
Raymond Campbell. Watts, 1969. 45p. $2.95.
Consisting chiefly of a list of spherical forms, a slight science book.
M It points out that one can throw a snowball, eat a meatball, blow a soap-
K-2 bubble ball, hang a Christmas-tree ball, etc. There is some discussion
of the sun as a source of energy (not really relevant here) as well as an
example of a sphere, then of the way in which a curved surface elimi-
nates friction (explaining simply the difference between sliding a flat
stone and rolling a marble). A few examples are given; the Egyptians
used rollers, machines today have ball bearings. The few diagrams are
clear, but many of the illustrations are fussy with detail.
Chang, Isabelle C., ad. Tales from Old China; illus. by Tony Chen. Random
House, 1969. 67p. $3.50.
A collection of folk tales and fables, attractively illustrated and ade-
Ad quately told. The writing hasn't the flow and polish of Carpenter's Tales
3-5 of a Chinese Grandmother but the simple style, large print, and brevity
make the book a useful one for the independent reader, and the tales are
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usable for storytelling. There is an occasional note that seems inappro-
priate, such as the fact that there are some Simple Simon stories, but
most of the material has the genre flavor and some of the themes are
familiar ones.
Chase, Stuart. Danger-Men Talking A Background Book on Semantics and Com-
munication. Parents' Magazine, 1969. 215p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.12 net.
As he has before, the author writes with profound perspective about
R the tyranny of words. Much of what he says will be familiar to readers
7-12 of his adult books, and the comments here have a patchwork effect, but
what is said is topical, lucid, and of tremendous importance for the
young reader. The reasoned arguments are spiced with humor and fla-
vored with quite subjective and impassioned opinions about the waste-
land of television, the madness of war, et cetera. The author discusses
human speech and semantics, techniques of improving communication
in human dialogue, communication in the learning process, facts and
opinions, group therapy, and many ancillary topics. An excellent anno-
tated bibliography and an index are appended.
Cleaver, Vera. Where the Lilies Bloom; by Vera and Bill Cleaver; illus. by Jim
Spanfeller. Lippincott, 1969. 174p. $3.95.
An old hymn calls it the land "where the lilies bloom so fair," the
R Appalachian hills abounding in roots, herbs, and flowers that have me-
6-9 dicinal use. It is to this that Mary Call Luther turns after her father's
death; wildcrafting provides the money to keep together the small fam-
ily of which she is head: a younger brother and sister and an older sis-
ter, gentle Devola, "womanly in form but with a child's heart and a
child's mind." Mary Call, the fourteen-year-old child of a sharecropper,
hides the fact of her father's death (and buries him herself) so that the
authorities will not send them all to a home, and with grim determina-
tion fights to keep Devola from marrying-even to offering herself as a
substitute to the neighbor in love with the older sister. Mary Call in-
veigles him into signing over the ramshackle home in which the family
lives, she sternly organizes the wildcrafting expeditions, and she is in
every way an unforgettable character, tough and courageous, tenacious
as a bittersweet vine. The setting is fascinating, the characterization
good, and the style of the first-person story distinctive.
Clifford, Mary Louise. The Land and People of Malaysia. Lippincott, 1968.
160p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.59 net.
A well-written and particularly well-organized book that ravels the
R complicated history of the states, islands, tribes, immigrant peoples,
7-12 ethnic and racial strains, and colonial conquerors of the areas that are
now East and West Malaysia. The author immediately makes clear the
distinction between Malayan and Malaysian, and she maintains this
awareness of the reader's need for clear definition throughout the book.
The geography and history of the Malaysian Federation and the origins
of its diverse peoples are the principal topics of the book, but there is
also discussion of agriculture, industry, cultural patterns, and the place
of Malaysia in the larger sphere of Southeast Asia. The photographs are
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often poorly placed, but the book is otherwise an excellent addition to the
series. An index is appended.
Coatsworth, Elizabeth Jane. George and Red; illus. by Paul Giovanopoulos. Mac-
millan, 1969. 55p. $3.95.
Three brief stories about two boys living in a small town on the Ca-
Ad nadian border a century ago, handsomely illustrated and competently
4-6 written; despite the practiced style and the interesting historical back-
ground, the tales seem to lack focus and climax. The first is about the
difficulties of maintaining a friendship when George's family sympa-
thizes with the Union and Red's with the Confederacy-but friendship
proves strong enough. The second, and most diffuse, is about an experi-
ence George has that so preoccupies his mind that he never looks at
Lincoln's body as it lies in state. The third is cohesive but not pointed-
a vignette in which the boys help a soldier who has participated in the
Fenian plans to free Canada from the British.
Colman, Hila. Andy's Landmark House; illus. by Fermin Rocker. Parents' Mag-
azine, 1969. 121p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.42 net.
Andy loves the crowded urban neighborhood in which he lives and is
Ad deeply troubled when a corporation wants to buy local properties so that
5-7 they can put up high-rise buildings. The adults in the community are di-
vided until, spurred by Andy and others, they discover that some of the
houses have architectural significance; a school paper that Andy has
written is read before a meeting of the Landmarks Preservation Com-
mission. It is decided that the block must be preserved to save the five
Greek Revival houses on it. Urban renovation has topical interest, and
the heterogeneous neighborhood in the story is realistic, but the book
has a somewhat purposeful air. Characterization and dialogue are com-
petent.
Constant, Alberta Wilson. The Motoring Millers; illus. by Beth and Joe Krush.
T. Y. Crowell, 1969. 358p. $5.95.
A sequel to Those Miller Girls! (reviewed in the Feb. 1966 issue) in
Ad which the motherless children of a college teacher successfully arrange
5-7 to acquire a stepmother. Here the family of four, one of the first own-
ers of an automobile in their small Kansas town, become enthusiastical-
ly involved in a race in the first part of the book; in the second, they
motor to Colorado. The sustaining theme is the adjustment of one of the
girls to her stepmother, with a few ancillary themes: Lou Emma's first
boy friend, the broad hints that the stepmother is going to have a baby,
the romantic interest of two minor characters. Like its predecessor,
this is primarily a compilation of incidents that are humorous or that
give period flavor; the plot is of minimal interest, the style is light and
informal, and the book is just a bit crowded with minor characters and
tangential events.
Coolidge, Olivia E. George Bernard Shaw. Houghton, 1968. 226p. illus. $3.95.
Objective, thoughtful and astute, this biography of Shaw is written in
R a style that has vigor and literary grace. Shaw's personal relationships,
7-12 his political role, and his idiosyncrasies of dress and diet are described
in a book that is balanced and entertaining, with analyses of his work
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smoothly incorporated into the biographical material.
Crone, Glenn P. There Really Is a Santa Claus; written and recorded by Glenn
P. Crone; illus. by D. K. Stone. Knox, 1969. 15p. $1.95.
Once there was a very wealthy man in Asia Minor named Nicholas.
NR "We might have called him Claus." He liked doing things for people but
4-6 realized that they were often embarrassed by charity, so he took to giv-
yrs ing gifts in secret-for example, dropping gold down the chimney of a
hut. When he died, and the largesse ended, people realized who the do-
nor must have been ("Claus was the man."). People decided to use his
name whenever they did nice things, in secret, for other people. So that
is why, when we receive gifts, we attribute them to Santa Claus. There
really is one, "in fact, there are many of them." This attempt to explain
to children the phenomenon of many Santa Clauses is awkwardly written;
there is no reason given for the fact that this takes place during Decem-
ber.
Crossley-Holland, Kevin. The Callow Pit Coffer; illus. by Margaret Gordon.
Seabury, 1969. 48p. $3.95.
First published in England, a retelling of an old folk tale of feudal
R times. The three sons of the old cottar, Thor, have been told to keep
4-6 away from a dark, brooding pool in the gloomy hollow. Mysterious and
haunted, people said, and concealing in its dangerous depths a coffer
filled with treasure. The two older brothers bravely go to the pit and
bring up the coffer, but a huge hand rises up from the water and pulls
it down, leaving in their possession only the huge iron ring with which
they had hooked the chest. Nailed to the church door, the ring becomes
an attraction that brings visitors and wealth to the town, so the courage
of the brothers has not been wasted. Notes on the origin of the tale and
on its historical background are given in a brief epilogue; an eight-
entry glossary is appended. The illustrations are spare and stylized;
the story is told with considerable artistry, with a storyteller's flow
and cadence and a restrained blending of natural and supernatural.
Dugan, William. Sam Squirrel Goes to the City; written and illus. by William
Dugan. American Heritage, 1969. 24p. $2.95.
An oversize book on a much-used theme: the country dweller comes
NR to the city and finds it not to his liking. All the inhabitants are animals,
3-5 so that when Sam Squirrel gets off the bus he sees Policeman Dog, a
yrs lady llama, a beaver construction crew, boy goats playing a ball game,
et cetera. Nowhere can he find anyone who knows his friend Rudolph
Rabbit. Sam Squirrel sees the subway, an amusement park, a street
sprinkler and other urban sights. Almost everybody is rude; several
animals ask derisively if he comes from the country, so Sam Squirrel
decides to go back. At the bus he meets his friend Rudolph Rabbit, who
is setting out for a visit to the country. The illustrations are mediocre,
the plot hackneyed, the writing pedestrian, and the writing style undis-
tinguished. The book does give scenes of city life, but there are other
books that do this more realistically.
Garner, Alan, ed. A Cavalcade of Goblins; illus. by Krystyna Turska. Walck,
1969. 227p. $6.50.
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First published in Great Britain under the title The Hamish Hamilton
R Book of Goblins, an excellent anthology of excerpts, poems, and stories
4-7 from world-wide sources. The styles and subjects are as varied as the
origins, and the illustrations, black and white, are attractive. A treasure
for storytellers, the book lists sources in an appendix, and there are
brief notes preceding many of the selections.
Gibson, Althea. So Much to Live For; by Althea Gibson with Richard Curtis.
Putnam, 1968. 160p. $3.49.
Not a full autobiography, although there is some filling in of back-
Ad ground, but a detailed story of the struggles Althea Gibson had in the
6-9 years after 1958, when she startled the sports world by resigning at the
peak of her career as an amateur tennis player. She tried various ca-
reers, made a considerable sum of money playing exhibition games and
lost it all on a hasty promotional venture; finally she worked seriously
at golf, aware that both her sex and her race were handicaps. There is
a commonsense, cheerful tone to the book, and it will command an audi-
ence because Althea Gibson is a prominent figure; the writing is pedes-
trian, however, with some long passages of homespun philosophy slow-
ing the already-sedate account.
Glubok, Shirley. The Art of India; designed by Gerard Nook; photographs by Al-
fred H. Tamarin and Carol Guyer. Macmillan, 1969. 48p. $5.95.
Since almost all Indian art is religious art, most of the text here is
R either descriptive of the object or structure shown in a photograph or it
5-9 is an explanation of the religious background. There is, therefore, a
little less historical material here than in the author's previous books;
it is handsome in design, clearly written, and extremely useful, since
there is comparatively little material available on Indian art for the
elementary level. The illustrations are preponderately sculpture and
the lack of color is no limitation, but the miniatures lose effectiveness
in black and white. There is no discussion of the Mogul period, although
some miniatures are pictured, or of the ceramics or textiles in which it
excelled.
Gobhai, Mehlli, ad. Usha the Mouse-Maiden; retold and illus. by Mehlli Gobhai.
Hawthorn Books, 1969. 26p. $4.25.
A familiar tale retold in a simple, direct style; the illustrations, in
Ad soft tones, have a tendency to be busy with details but have vivacity and
3-5 grace. An old couple are blessed with a gift from the skies (literally-
the dropped prey of a hawk) and the holy man changes a wee mouse into
a baby girl. When she is grown, no suitor appeals to her except a mouse,
so her father changes Usha back into her original form and she goes off
into the forest with her mate. The book can be used for reading aloud or
for storytelling; it is a pleasant but not outstanding version of an ancient
legend of India, on a theme fairly common to folk literature everywhere.
Goff, Beth. Where Is Daddy? The Story of a Divorce; illus. by Susan Perl. Bea-
con Press, 1969. 27p. $3.95.
Ad One morning when Janey wakes up Daddy is gone, and Mommy says
3-5 he isn't coming back; Daddy takes Janey on an outing and tells her there
yrs is going to be a divorce, but Janey is too small to understand. She does
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know, when she and her mother go to live with grandparents and mother
gets a job, that her world is crumbling. Only when Janey shows her anger
and fear by hitting her dog because he, too, went away, does mother un-
derstand and explain that it had nothing to do with Janey, and that she and
Daddy both love her. The writing style is awkward and often coy, but the
book has value because there is such a dearth of material for the very
young, so many of whom are made confused and fearful by divorce. The
last page is devoted to a psychiatrist's comments, addressed to adult
readers, on the need for better communication between child and parent
at a time when the parent, under stress, may not realize the depth of the
child's reaction.
Harris, Janet. Black Pride; A People's Struggle; by Janet Harris and Julius W.
Hobson. McGraw-Hill, 1969. 160p. $4.95.
Forthright and more militant in its approach than most of the recent
R books on black history, a brisk survey of the black man's struggle in the
7- United States. Although many of the leaders, the campaigns, and the leg-
islative decisions are discussed, the text concentrates on a few of the
outstanding leaders-including DuBois, Garvey and Malcolm X. The final
chapter discusses the present status of the movement toward black lib-
eration. Although the writing has an occasional flaw ("Malcolm jibed at
the news media for its portrayal of him.") the book is competently writ-
ten for the most part and is valuable for the consistency of its viewpoint.
A suggested reading list and an index are appended.
Hoban, Russell C. The Mole Family's Christmas; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Par-
ents' Magazine, 1969. 34p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.21 net.
Delver Mole didn't even know what Christmas was until one of the
R house mice told him about it, including the odd fact that a fat man in a
K-2 red suit came down the chimney. "It's quite an odd thing, really, but he
does it only once a year, and nobody seems to mind." Delver, who is too
near-sighted to see the stars, wants a telescope and enlists his parents
in Christmas preparations for the first time. The spirit even spreads to
old Ephraim Owl, who, under the season's spell of amicability, kindly
refrains from eating the Moles when they fall asleep out in the open.
Verging on the sentimental, the story is saved from that by the brisk
and often funny dialogue; the plot is original and the book is not too
Christmas-oriented for year-round use.
Issa. A Few Flies and I; Haiku by Issa; comp. by Jean Merrill and Ronni Solbert;
from tr. by R. H. Blyth and Nobuyuki Yuasa; illus. by Ronni Solbert.
Pantheon Books, 1969. 96p. $3.95.
One of the four great haiku poets of Japan, Issa was a man who re-
R vered life in all its forms; many of his poems have an ingenuous sweet-
3-6 ness and simplicity that make them particularly appropriate for chil-
dren. The editors have chosen such poems and have couched the intro-
duction in direct language that indicates the book is for young readers
(although all poetry is for all ages if it is good) unlike the collection as-
sembled by Lewis, reviewed below, which includes more sophisticated
and serious poems. The illustrations, as befits the genre, are small,
precise drawings; the pages have, therefore, a balance of brief poem
and brief picture against plenty of space.
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Kamerman, Sylvia E., ed. Fifty Plays for Holidays; A Collection of Royalty-
Free, One-Act Children's Plays for Holidays and Special Occasions.
Plays, Inc., 1969. 652p. $8.95.
Most of the plays in this anthology are very brief, although some
Ad have several scenes; most of the selections are pedestrian. The empha-
4-6 sis is on the major holidays of the school year; the noticeable lack in
the book is minority representation (seven Christmas plays, no Hanuk-
kah plays) especially the inclusion of only one play for brotherhood
week (a boy prince and a boy commoner break down a wall of misunder-
standing) although there are two selections for Pan-American Day and
three for St. Patrick's Day. Minimal production notes are provided.
For school or other group activities, there are many selections that
should prove useful.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Goggles! Macmillan, 1969. 32p. illus. $3.95.
Peter, the charming small child of Snowy Day, is now old enough to
R encounter the power-structure that exists in every urban neighborhood.
5-7 Having found a pair of rimless motorcycle goggles, Peter is showing
yrs them off to Archie when some big boys come along and demand them;
Peter is knocked down and his dog runs off with the fallen goggles. By
clever maneuvering, Peter gets rid of the bullies and has a session of
quiet exultation with Archie. The illustrations are lovely: big, clear,
colorful pictures with a city background, excellent for using with a
group. The story is slight but realistic; a situation encountered by most
small boys should evoke the pleasure of recognition and the added plea-
sure of vicarious triumph.
Kipling, Rudyard. The Miracle of the Mountain; ad. by Aroline Beecher Leach;
illus. by Willi Baum. Addison-Wesley, 1969. 44p. $4.95.
Adapted from The Miracle of Purun Bhagat, the tale of a good and
Ad gentle man who gave up his wealth and became a holy man. Purun Dass
4-6 wandered alone until he came to a deserted mountain-top shrine; there
he settled, and all the animals came to trust and love him, and all the
village folk revered him and sent their children with food. When a land-
slide threatened, the animals came and nudged the sleeping Purun Dass;
they helped him find his way down to the village so that he might waken
and save the people. In gratitude, in their new home, the villagers later
built a shrine to celebrate the miracle of the holy man and his brothers,
the animals. The adaptation is competent, but the style and vocabulary
are not suited to the picture book format; the illustrations are bold in
design, stylized, with somber colors relieved dramatically by brilliant
contrasting hues.
Lewis, Richard W., comp. Of This World; A Poet's Life in Poetry; photographs
by Helen Buttfield. Dial, 1968. 96p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.17
net.
Each of the four sections of this collection of poetry is preceded by a
R biographical sketch of a part of the life of Issa, the eminent Japanese
5- haiku poet. Although based on the same translations (Blyth and Yuasa)
as is the Issa collection reviewed above, some slight differences obtain:
"Come and play with me, Fatherless, motherless Sparrow" and "Come,
Motherless sparrows, And play with me." The poetry is not chosen in
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chronological order but selected by Richard Lewis to reflect the mood
of each segment of Issa's life. The two-page introduction discusses hai-
ku as a form and Issa's genius as a haiku poet; the biographical material
comprises five pages.
Littledale, Freya. Timothy's Forest; by Freya and Harold Littledale. illus. by
Rosalie Lehrman. Lion Press, 1969. 22p. $2.95.
A good idea is poorly executed here in a slight story that might have
M been useful in stimulating creativity if the text had given information or
K-2 the illustrations been more clear. Timothy, a city child, decides to make
a forest; he asks his mother for a button, his father for some leaves. He
collects scraps and odd objects around the house; for a long time he is
busy and quiet with glue and a paint box, then he calls his parents and,
the story ends, takes them to his forest. A double-page spread only
faintly suggests the intended collage, so that the pleasure of identifying
objects is limited. There is no instruction that would warrant consider-
ation of the book as a first lesson in collage, and as a story it is slight
and static.
Mendoza, George. A Beastly Alphabet; illus. by Joseph Low. Grosset, 1969. 26p.
$3.95.
Scribbly, lively illustrations show creatures from an antalops to a
M zoril, the names taken from bestiaries that mingled imaginary and real
3-5 animals. The text is patterned: "The Ibex is itching, as well he might;
he is being chased by a ... (next page) Jaculus. The Jaculus is jump-
ing, as well he might; he is being chased by a Kinkajou. The Kinkajou
is kicking . . ." et cetera. The repetition might be amusing were the se-
quences either humorous or logical, but they are neither. A page of de-
scriptive notes on the beasts is appended.
Miles, Miska. Nobody's Cat; illus. by John Schoenherr. Little, 1969. 43p. $3.75.
A quiet book, beautifully illustrated, that describes with no sentimen-
Ad tality the small victories, the rebuffs, the occasional kindnesses, and the
3-4 omnipresent dignity of an alley cat. Tough, scraggly, and homely, the cat
forages for food, meets competitors, and accepts with composure the
loving interest of some school children-then goes back to a known place,
the familiar home alley. The sedate writing and the lack of suspense or
climax may limit the book's appeal, but it has a quality of strength in its
verisimilitude that is attractive.
Orgel, Doris. Merry, Rose, and Christmas-Tree June; illus. by Edward Gorey.
Knopf, 1969. 78p. $3.95.
A deftly written story that mingles the real and the fanciful with
R aplomb; the style is smooth and forthright, with a hint of satire that is
3-5 reflected in the Gorey illustrations. In championing the plain old-
fashioned doll with no mechanics and no gimmicks, the author strikes a
blow for imaginative play, and her depiction of a small girl's make-
believe is neither patronizing nor sugary. Jane, who has received two
dolls for Christmas, is devoted to Merry and Rose, and mourns their
absence when she spends a night, doll-less, with Great Aunt Beulah.
Promised another doll, Jane spurns all the marvelous creations that
I. Greedy's Distinguished Dollarama sells, and chooses the one old doll
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left from many Christmases ago. "But she can't do anything," says Mr.
Greedy, while Jane-who has examined the limited, repetitive perfor-
mances of the newer dolls-thinks happily that Christmas-Tree June
will be able to do everything.
Potter, Bronson. Antonio; woodcuts by Ann Grifalconi. Atheneum, 1968. 41p.
Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
A familiar theme, an unfamiliar setting, an adept variation. The
R theme is that of the left-out child who is inadequate and longs to gain
4-5 status, and who does so in a crisis situation. The setting is Portugal, a
small fishing village in which Antonio, because of a crippled hand, can-
not hope to be a fisherman as do the other boys. He is an ox-boy, guid-
ing the beasts who pull the fleet's small boats across the dunes. It is
Antonio, using his familiarity with the beasts, who organizes a rescue
operation when a wild storm threatens the fleet. The book has little di-
alogue, the writing spare and efficient yet successful in establishing
mood and in sustaining pace.
Ross, Frank Xavier. Transportation of Tomorrow; illus. with drawings by the
author and photographs. Lothrop, 1968. 160p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library
ed. $4.14 net.
A survey of new developments in transportation methods and vehicles,
R with a preview of imaginable refinements. The book covers the same ma-
7-12 terial, basically, as does Hellman's Transportation in the World of the
Future (reviewed in the March, 1969 issue) although there is here less
concern with the community's problems. The book is capably written,
comprehensive in coverage, and clear in its explanations of the designs
and variations in air, land, and sea craft and the new systems that can
accommodate their use. An index is appended.
Rowland, Florence Wightman. Let's Go to a Hospital; illus. by Charles Dougherty.
Putnam, 1968. 45p. $1.97.
A description of a hospital visit, the illustrations full of smiling faces
M and the text echoing this note of oversell. "Out of this shiny place comes
2-4 a white-uniformed nurse with a pretty cap perched on the top of her dark
hair. Miss Carter smiles at you, a nice, friendly smile. You like her at
once." The other weakness of the book is that it occasionally digresses to
discuss such things as nurses' training or the fact that people were
nursed at home before there were hospitals. A list of "things to do while
reading" this book, a brief glossary and two other titles about hospitals
are included.
St. John, Wylly Folk. The Christmas Tree Mystery; illus. by George Porter.
Viking, 1969. 141p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.77 net.
Two things were spoiling the family Christmas. One was the mysteri-
Ad ous disappearance of ornaments from the tree, the other-and more se-
4-6. rious-was their stepbrother Trace's sullen aloofness. His father had
married Beth and Maggie's mother a year ago, and everybody but Trace
had adjusted nicely. The girls felt more understanding when they dis-
covered that his mother was not dead as they had thought; there had been
a divorce. Something was wrong with Trace's mother, but what it was,
was not clear. Although much of the plot is concerned with the discovery
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of the ornament-stealer (obviously Trace) it is really the adjustment
problem that is major. The ending is dramatic, perhaps too much so:
Trace has hidden the fact that his mother has come to meet him in an
isolated, abandoned railroad tower where he has set up a tree and pres-
ents. He has also brought his baby sister over, and their lives, as well
as Beth's, are endangered by a fire accidentally started by the disturbed
woman. Only after this does Trace concede that the separation was nec-
essary. The book is adequately written, and the characterization is be-
lievable if not deep; the stepparent-child relationships are particularly
well handled.
Seeger, Elizabeth, ad. The Ramayana; ad. from the English tr. of Hari Prasad
Shastri; illus. by Gordon Laite. Scott, 1969. 244p. $6.95.
From the legends preserved by storytellers the sage Valmiki, in 400
R B.C., wrote the story of Rama, the avatar of God, the warrior-prince
7- cast off by his father and condemned to wander for twice seven years.
Rama and his wife are the incarnation of all that is good and beautiful,
an embodiment of the religious devotion that is part of Indian art forms.
The richly-colored illustrations are beautiful and appropriate, the roll-
ing prose equally suited to the intricately sculptured story.
Selden, George. Tucker's Countryside; illus. by Garth Williams. Farrar, 1969.
167p. $3.95.
A sequel to The Cricket in Times Square (reviewed in the January,
R 1961 issue) is just as charming in its humor, as pithy in dialogue, and
4-6 as fortunate in its illustrations as the first book. Chester, the virtuoso
cricket, appeals to his Times Square friends for help in preventing the
tide of building that threatens the lovely meadow in which Chester and
an assortment of distinguished animals live. This is at the same time a
plea for conservation, an ebullient fantasy, a tender story of friendship,
and a funny book. All that and the delectable, soft pictures make this an
excellent book to read aloud to younger children as well as a delightful
one for the independent reader.
Shulevitz, Uri. Rain Rain Rivers; written and illus. by Uri Shulevitz. Farrar,
1969. 28p. $4.50.
In her attic room a little girl hears the rain. Outside her window the
R gutters are rain-swollen, the rain beats down on the city streets and the
K-3 few scurrying people, cold and wet. The rain pours into country streams,
the brooks feed the rivers, the rain-lashed rivers pour into the frothing
sea. Only at the end is there a change of mood, as a pale, watery sun
shines on delightful puddles and the joyful children reappear. The little
girl feels the urgent freshening and sees her tiny potted plant begin to
grow. There is so much action and so sustained a mood in the illustra-
tions that the absence of a story line seems of little importance.
Shull, Margaret Wise. Children of Appalachia; written and photographed by Mar-
garet Wise Shull. Messner, 1969. 95p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed.
$3.64 net.
A good first book about the Appalachian region and its problems,
R neither critically analytical nor sentimental. The fictionalization is ca-
4-6 pable, enabling the full charm of mountain speech to emerge but often
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forcing the speakers to bear the burden of giving information contrived-
ly. The Napier family, farmers, have three children whose activities in-
clude going to school (recitation about Kentucky history) and to a hospi-
tal (community service) and to town where their cousins, the Begleys,
live. This permits a description of government programs; a visit by
Bill Napier to a family back in the hills leads to a discussion about iso-
lation and consequent deprivation for some of Appalachia, and a major
factor in the area is, of course, the influence of mining-especially strip
mining-on the way of life. An index is appended.
Simon, Hilda. Insect Masquerades. Viking, 1968. 95p. Trade ed. $4.75; Library
ed. $4.31 net.
A very good book on imitative patterns or adaptations in the insect
R world, all operating to increase the survival potential whether the imi-
6-9 tation serves to hide or to attract (and repel) or to entrap victims. The
text is well-organized and well-written, save for an occasional remark
that imputes purposiveness: "Instinct tells the monarch, the hornet, and
the milkweed beetle that their best protection lies, not in trying to hide,
but rather in showing their bright colors." or "The purpose of this mas-
querade is . . ." The illustrations are superb: clear and informative,
beautifully detailed. A brief reading list, morphological diagrams, a
guide to finding masquerading insects in the garden, and a relative index
are appended.
Sleigh, Barbara. The Seven Days; illus. by Joan Schwartzberg. Meredith, 1968.
120p. $3.95.
Peggy Day had never heard the rhyme that begins, "Monday's child
Ad is fair of face .. ." until her old friend Mr. Faraday recited it; she re-
4-5 alized with excitement that she and her brothers and sisters had each
been born on a different day of the week. Against this background the
author presents a series of episodes, each of them related to a child's
birth day. Peter Day, for example, falls asleep on a train, is carried far
past his stop, and has a small adventure. "Thursday's child has far to
go." The framework seems artificial, but the anecdotes are quite plea-
sant vignettes of family life in an English town, not outstanding but re-
alistic and capably written.
Society of Brothers, ed. The Shepherd's Pipe; Songs from the Holy Night; poems
by George Johannes Gick; music composed and arr. by Marlys Swinger;
music and poems lettered by Gillian Barth; illus. by Maria Arnold
Maendel; tr. and ed. by The Society of Brothers. Plough, 1969. 99p.
$6.50.
In 1935 one of the Brothers found Gick's poems in a German bookshop,
R and they were circulated within the community, being set to music in
5-7 1963 for performance by children in a cantata and pageant. There is no
narrator, all of the story being told by the words of the song; the stars
sing, and the animals of the manger, the shepherds, a worshipping child,
even the hay and a wisp of straw. The words are printed as a poem and
repeated with the musical notation, which is very simple and arranged
for one or two voices (save for a three-part round); the illustrations are
decorative, with no attempt to interpret dramatization. As a pageant, the
script is static (a few production notes are appended) but as a cantata
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this is quite charming although it tends to be repetitive: the music has
a fresh and childlike ingenousness and there is a haunting, Slavic qual-
ity to the minor strains. The poetry and the music can be used indepen-
dently by children of ten or eleven, but the use of the book for perfor-
mance probably demands adult direction, in which case some younger
children can be called on as well. A record is available from the pub-
lisher.
Steptoe, John. Stevie. Harper, 1969. 22p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed.
$3.27 net.
Robert is a small black boy, an only child who looks with no antici-
R pation at the prospect of having Stevie, whose parents work, as a week-
5-7 day boarder in his home. He has to take Stevie out to play, and his
yrs friends tease him. Stevie climbs all over Robert's bed. "And he was
greedy too. Everything he sees he wants. 'Could I have somma that?
Gimme this.' Man!" But when Stevie goes, Robert thinks about what fun
it was to have a companion always there. He misses him. The story
closes with Robert sitting, pensive, over a bowl of cereal grown soggy,
admitting to himself that he is lonely. The illustrations are striking, in
strong composition and rich colors, each full page capturing a familiar
mood of childhood.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. The Story of a Singular Hen and Her Peculiar Children;
illus. by Edward Frascino. Harper, 1969. 48p. Trade ed. $3.50; Li-
brary ed. $3.27 net.
The hen was surly, having wakened to the realization that she'd for-
R gotten something again. She'd forgotten that she had no family. "Home,
K-3 sweet barnyard," she muttered. Thus begins the silly endearing story
of a vast adoption program: with no animal mothers in sight, the hen
decided that all the barnyard young were hers. She had some difficulty
getting the foal and the pigs to peep, and the kids didn't really work at
their pecking, but one's children are one's children and the hen was de-
termined to be proud of them. Chicks don't swim? HER chicks swam.
In a wistful sunset scene, the hen is divested of her "chicks" when all
their mothers appear, and she goes off to her lonely roost to dream
about the family she will raise: fluffy, yellow babies who are destined
for chickenhood. On the surface, a light-hearted story about animals,
deftly told and amusingly illustrated; below the surface, sagacious per-
ception, some of which will seep through to some children.
Stone, A. Harris. Have a Ball; by A. Harris Stone and Bertram M. Siegel; illus.
by Peter P. Plasencia. Prentice-Hall, 1969. 63p. $3.95.
The process approach to science is used most successfully here, the
R suggestions for experimentation and demonstration clear and simple,
4-7 the explanations of theories (that underlie the principles being demon-
strated) only lightly suggested, so that it is incumbent upon the reader
to make the relationship. The materials used are neither complicated
nor expensive and the book is packed cover-to-cover with intriguing
questions. The material covers such aspects as force, penetrability,
rate of fall, spin, elasticity, and momentum; the experiments test fac-
tors that affect performance in these areas and they demonstrate some
of the laws of physics. A glossary is appended.
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Sully, Francois. Age of the Guerrilla; The New Warfare. Parents' Magazine,
1968. 255p. Trade ed. $4.50; Library ed. $4.12 net.
A profound and fascinating study of guerrilla warfare in contempo-
R rary society, with detailed examinations of insurrection in the Arab
9- world, Vietnam, Cuba, Israel, Southeast Asia, South America, and in
European areas that have been torn by civil war and insurgency. The
author, whose many years as a correspondent have given personal ex-
perience in many of the troubled areas of the world, analyzes with in-
telligent objectivity the several motivations of guerrilla fighters and he
describes events with dispassionate vigor. A number of documents (in-
terviews, speeches, and writing) are appended, as are some appendices
(explanatory and summary) and an index.
Syme, Ronald. Bolivar the Liberator; illus. by William Stobbs. Morrow, 1968.
190p. $3.50.
There could be no more dramatic a story than Bolivar's-the gilded
R youth whose extravagant gambling shocked Paris, whose hauteur offend-
4-7 ed the Spanish Prince, whose Venezuelan fortune was lost forever when
young Simon decided to put into practice the revolutionary ideas he had
been acquiring. South America was under the Spanish thumb, and at
first Simon Bolivar was just another hothead whose ragged army failed
miserably. But he learned, he fought, and he won; born a multimillion-
aire and at one time president of five countries, he died a pauper, ma-
ligned by his enemies and exiled from his home. His biography is writ-
ten succinctly and smoothly, with no trace of adulation but with an ob-
jective approach both to Bolivar's limitations and errors and to the po-
litical immaturity of his countrymen. A very brief bibliography is ap-
pended.
Syme, Ronald. Captain John Paul Jones; America's Fighting Seaman; illus. by
William Stobbs. Morrow, 1968. 94p. $2.95.
Another biography in the author's reliable series of books about ex-
R plorers and military heroes, with good maps, quite large print, and pe-
4-6 destrian illustrations. The writing is clear, simple, and well-construct-
ed, the objective tone spiced by an occasional tart remark; Ronald Syme
does no hero-worshipping. As a young naval officer, the Scots-born
American was known for his quick temper as much as for his skill, and
to that reputation was added a snobbery that led him to abandon his
adopted country after he had served it supremely well. The French Rev-
olution sent Jones from Paris to Russia, after which his reputation
waned until historians revived it. The descriptions of sea battles are
good, and the book has a balance of such military details and of person-
al affairs. A brief bibliography is appended.
Traven, B., ad. The Creation of the Sun and the Moon; illus. by Alberto Beltrin.
Hill and Wang, 1968. 65p. $3.95.
An ancient legend of Mexico is told with eloquence and dignity, unfor-
R tunately not matched by the illustrations, which give costume details of
6-7 the Tzeltal Indians of southern Mexico but lack the distinction of the
text. Once, long ago, the evil gods, jealous of the sun, extinguished it;
only by human intervention could a new sun be made, and that human
would have to give up forever his life on earth and wander in the heavens.
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The brave young Chicovaneg who offered to save the world was guided
by the Quetzal to the Feathered Serpent whom he released from captiv-
ity (by dancing until "his magic rhythms freed the Feathered Serpent
from the ropes and the rock.") and who, in gratitude, followed and aided
Chicovaneg in his journey to the stars to gather light that would fashion
a new sun. The shorter story of the creation of the moon again uses the
concept of gathering light from the stars; it is the son of Chicovaneg
who goes to make a little "Sun of the Night" that will give light but not
heat and on which dwells forever the rabbit that was a faithful friend to
the young hero.
Tunis, Edwin. The Young United States - 1783 to 1830; written and illus. by Ed-
win Tunis. World, 1969. 145p. Trade ed. $6.95; Library ed. $6.41 net.
As are previous Tunis books, this is oversize, handsome, profusely
R illustrated with the author's fine, detailed drawings, and written with a
5-9 straightforward briskness. Topically organized, the text describes the
different kinds of communities of the period, factories and inventions,
schools and colleges, the growth of the west, travel, the arts, et cetera.
There is a minimal amount of invention; the author explains in a prefa-
tory note that occasionally a family or a town is meant to serve as an
amalgam and example of the type. The index is extensive.
Vip, pseud. (Virgil Partch). The Christmas Cookie Sprinkle Snitcher. Wind-
mill Books/Simon and Schuster, 1969. 30p. illus. $4.95.
The Sprinkle Snitcher is a large, bird-like creature with a human
NR face; on the night before the morning when every mother in the village
5-7 is to bake her Christmas cookies, he steals all the colored sprinkles.
yrs Next morning: Instant Woe. The police despair, but one small boy tracks
down (via the sprinkle trail) the snitcher and convinces him to return the
goods. All the mothers come outdoors, hold their cookie sheets, and the
snitcher flies over them, sprinkling. Instant Joy, plus a culprit who has
just learned the meaning of Christmas sharing. The illustrations have
vigor, the rhyming text is contrived, and the plot is weak.
Watson, Nancy Dingman. Carol to a Child; And a Christmas Pageant; music by
Clyde Watson; illus. by Aldren A. Watson. World, 1969. 32p. $3.95.
Music by daughter, words by mother, illustrations by father, a Christ-
Ad mas poem with a musical setting. First the poem is set, a few lines per
3-4 page, among the pictures (blue, white, black, and repetitive), then it is
printed in toto, then the words are repeated with simple musical nota-
tion, then there are suggestions for using the same material as a pag-
eant. This is a rather heavy dose of Carol to a Child, but it is a gentle
poem about the love within families and the adoration of the beasts.
"Stilly waits the baby fox/ Infant rabbit, squirrel and wolf/ Softly falls
the snow/ Through the forest green and dark./ Deer and pheasant, owl
and lark/ From their hidden nests shall steal/ When the bells of heaven
peal/ To name Thee, little One." Conventional poetry, but seasonal;
there is so little action that it seems improbable that a pageant would
be dramatically effective.
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Wiesner, William. Grabbit the Rascal. Viking, 1969. 47p. illus. Trade ed.
$3.75; Library ed. $3.56 net.
A collection of tales about a clever thief, some based on traditional
R published tales, other original, and the whole illustrated by merry pic-
3-5 tures that have a touch of Hogarthian satire. The stories are brief,
witty, and well-told, the unregenerate Grabbit succumbing only through
necessity in the very last tale to the demand that he live as an honest
man-as an alternative to the death penalty. A good source for story-
telling as well as an amusing book to read aloud or alone.
Williams, Jay. The Practical Princess; illus. by Friso Henstra. Parents'
Magazine, 1969. 40p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
Elaborately detailed drawings that have grotesquerie but no humor
Ad add little to a pleasantly told tale that has a great deal of humor, both
3-4 obvious and latent. Blessed by one of her fairy godmothers with com-
mon sense, the lovely Princess Bedelia solves her problems in forth-
right fashion by using her mind and taking action. Princesses are sup-
posed to be fed to dragons? Bedelia arranges for an explosion. Prin-
cesses are supposed to be rescued, when imprisoned by disgruntled
elderly suitors in a tower, by a cavalier ? Bedelia has to work out her
own escape plan-which she does by letting down the long, flowing locks
of her young swain's beard.
Williams, Ursula Moray. The Toymaker's Daughter; illus. by Shirley Hughes.
Meredith, 1968. 134p. $3.95.
When the two Anders children found an eight-year-old girl lying
R alone on the mountain side, they took little Marta with them. Niclo was
4-5 surprised to find that Marta didn't want to go home, until she learned
her secret-Marta was not a real child at all, but a cleverly-made doll.
Charming and mischievous, she had been devised by the evil toymaker,
Malkin, who tried to coax her back. Marta wanted desperately to be a
real girl, but when she realized that Niclo and her brother would grow
up while she would look like a child always, she lured the eagles who
had brought her, and left forever. Although the quiet setting and the
low-keyed style have a sedate quality, the mixture of realism and fan-
tasy is skilled; the illustrations convey effectively the stiff posture of
a make-believe child and the graceful charm of her companions.
Withers, Carl. A World of Nonsense; Strange and Humorous Tales from Many
Lands; illus. by John E. Johnson. Holt, 1968. 118p. Trade ed. $4.50;
Library ed. $3.97 net.
From many lands, fifty examples of the universal appeal of nonsense
R and exaggeration. The selections range from boast-topping two-liners
4-6 to long tales, intricate and ridiculous, with a few riddles tossed in. A
list of sources, with notes, is appended.
Woodard, Carol. The Very Special Baby; A Christmas Story for the Very Young;
illus. by Ati Forberg. Fortress Press, 1969. 22p. $1.95.
M An oversize book, the sophisticated and page-filling pictures, in
3-5 quiet colors, showing the events of the first Christmas night. The simple
yrs. outline means that the story can be used with very small children, but
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much is omitted: there are bright stars, but not a guiding star; there is
a voice, but no angel; there are shepherds, but no wise men. Mary and
Joseph are in the barn, the Baby is born, the shepherds come, the ani-
mals gaze, and Mary and Joseph name the Child Jesus. Unfortunately,
the style is weak: "Walk, walk, walk. Mary and Joseph were going . ..
the story beings. "Sleep, sleep, sleep . .." etc.
Wong, Herbert H. My Goldfish; by Herbert H. Wong and Matthew F. Vessel;
illus. by Arvis L. Stewart. Addison-Wesley, 1969. 31p. $4.35.
Very simply written by two science educators, a book that describes
M within a fictional framework how a goldfish breathes, sleeps, and eats.
1-2 A few other facts are given, and the boy, who has won his fish at a
school fair, decides that he would rather have his own pretty goldfish
than his uncle's impressive collection of fish. The illustrations are
very attractive, the text useful both as a beginning science book and as
an example of caring for pets, but it is very stilted and dull. "I like to
look at my goldfish. It goes up. It does down. It goes here in the water.
It goes there. How does it go in the water? It swims." This is one of a
new series of science books for very young children; the other three by
the same authors (illustrators vary) are My Ladybug, Our Terrariums,
and Our Tree, all in the same format and with the same control of vo-
cabulary. The child in My Goldfish is Oriental; other books in the series
show children of diverse racial origins in the illustrations. The pub-
lishers designate the book as being for ages four to eight, but the text
is stiff and not pleasing when read aloud.
Zim, Herbert Spencer. Blood; illus. by Rene Martin. Morrow, 1968. 63p.
Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.94 net.
A good introduction to a complicated and many-faceted subject. The
Ad illustrations are precise, the writing is clear and informative. The con-
3-5 tinuous text includes the topics of the composition of the blood, its sev-
eral normal functions in health and disease, blood groups and transfu-
sions, vaccinations, pathological conditions, etc. It also discusses some
of the rites and fallacies that pertain to blood. The book is not well-
organized but it is accurate and informative. An index is appended.
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Dillon, Eilis. The Seals. 6-9.
Donovan, John. I'll Get There. It Better Be Worth
the Trip. 6-9.
Douty, Esther M. Forten the Sailmaker. 7-10.
Downer, Marion. Long Ago in Florence; The Story
of the della Robbia Sculpture. 3-5.
Downie, Mary Alice, comp. The Wind Has Wings;
Poems from Canada. 4-7.
DuBois, William Pene. Porko von Popbutton. 4-6.
Dunning, Stephen, comp. Some Haystacks Don't
Even Have Any Needle; And Other Complete
Modern Poems. 7-.
Elgin, Kathleen. The Human Body: The Female
Reproductive System. 4-6.
_ . The Human Body: The Male Reproduc-
tive System. 4-6.
. The Quakers. 5-9.
Ellentuck, Shan. My Brother Bernard. K-2.
Ellis, Harry B. Ideals and Ideologies. 7-10.
Erwin, John. Mrs. Fox. 5-6.
Fairfax-Lucy, Brian. The Children of the House.
6-8.
Fehrenbach, T. R. The United Nations in War and
Peace. 7-10.
Fife, Dale. Joe and the Talking Christmas Tree.
3-5.
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Fisher, Leonard Everett. The Potters. 5-7.
Flanagan, Geraldine Lux. Window into an Egg.
4-6.
Forman, Brenda-Lu. America's Place in the
World Economy. 9-.
Forman, James. My Enemy, My Brother. 7-12.
. The Traitors. 8-.
Fox, Paula. The King's Falcon. 4-6.
. The Stone-Faced Boy. 4-6.
Friedlander, Joanne K. Stock Market ABC. 7-.
Fritz, Jean. George Washington's Breakfast.
3-5.
Frolov, Vadim. What It's All About. 8-10.
Garfield, Leon. Black Jack. 6-9.
. Mister Corbett's Ghost. 5-7.
Garner, Alan, ed. A Cavalcade of Goblins. 4-7.
Garnett, Eve. To Greenland's Icy Mountains; The
Story of Hans Egede, Explor-er, Coloniser,
Missionary. 8-.
Garson, Eugenia, comp. The Laura Ingalls Wilder
Songbook. 4-.
Gault, William Campbell. Stubborn Sam. 6-9.
Gidal, Sonia. My Village in Korea. 4-6.
Gitler, Ira. Make the Team in Ice Hockey. 6-9.
Glass, Paul. Singing Soldiers; A History of the
Civil War in Song. 6-.
Glubok, Shirley. The Art of India. 5-9.
. Knights in Armor. 4-9.
Goldston, Robert. The Great Depression. 8-.
Gosfield, Frank. Korea. 9-.
Gray, Robert. The Great Apes. 5-9.
Greene, Constance C. A Girl Called Al. 4-6.
Grey, Elizabeth. Behind the Scenes in a Film
Studio. 7-.
Grifalconi, Ann. The Toy Trumpet. 4-7 yrs.
Grissom, Virgil. Gemini. 7-.
Gross, Sarah Chokla, comp. Every Child's Book
of Verse. 4-6.
Gurko, Leo. Ernest Hemingway and the Pursuit
of Heroism. 9-.
Halliday, F. E. Chaucer and His World. 9-.
Hamilton, Virginia. The Time-Ago Tales of
Jahdu. 3-5.
Hardendorff, Jeanne B., comp. Just One More.
4-6.
Harris, Christie. Let X Be Excitement. 7-12.
Harris, Janet. Black Pride. 7-.
Haugaard, Erik Christian. The Rider and His
Horse. 7-12.
Hawkinson, John. Pastels Are Great. 3-5.
Haywood, Carolyn. Ever-Ready Eddie. 3-5.
Heaps, Willard A. Wandering Workers. 7-.
Hellman, Hal. Defense Mechanisms. 5-8.
. Transportation in the World of the Fu-
ture.. 7-12.
Hentoff, Nat. I'm Really Dragged but Nothing
Gets Me Down. 9-12.
Herrmann, Frank. The Giant Alexander in
America. K-2.
Hildick, E. W. Manhattan Is Missing. 5-7.
Hill, Kay. And Tomorrow the Stars! The Story
of John Cabot. 7-.
Hoban, Russell C. Best Friends for Frances.
K-2.
___ . A Birthday for Frances. K-2.
. Harvey's Hideout. K-2.
. The Mole Family's Christmas. K-2.
Hoff, Syd. Roberto and the Bull. K-2.
Holman, Felice. A Year to Grow. 6-9.
Horizon Magazine. Lorenzo De'Medici and the
Renaissance. 7-.
Home, Richard Henry. Memoirs of a London
Doll. 4-6.
Hotton, Nicholas. The Evidence of Evolution. 8-.
Houston, James. Akavak. 4-6.
Howard, Coralie. What Do You Want to Know?
4-6.
Hoyt, Olga. The Bedouins. 4-7.
Hull, Katharine. The Far-Distant Oxus. 5-7.
Hunter, Mollie. The Ghosts of Glencoe. 6-9.
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. Mind Drugs. 7-.
Ish-Kishor, Sulamith. Our Eddie. 6-9.
Issa. A Few Flies and I; Haiku by Issa. 3-6.
Jackson, Robert B. The Gasoline Buggy of the
Duryea Brothers. 5-9.
Jenkins, Alan C. The Golden Band; Holland's
Fight Against the Sea. 6-10.
Jones, Adrienne. Sail, Calypso! 5-7.
Jordan, June. Who Look at Me. 5-.
Jordan, Mildred. Proud to Be Amish. 5-6.
Kahn, Ely Jacques. A Building Goes Up. 5-9.
Kamm, Josephine. The Hebrew People. 7-10.
Kane, Henry Bugbee. Four Seasons in the Woods.
4-6.
Kastner, Jonathan. Sleep. 6-9.
Keats, Ezra Jack. Goggles! 5-7 yrs.
_ . A Letter to Amy. K-2.
Keeping, Charles. Alfie Finds "The Other Side
of the World." K-2.
Keith, Eros. A Small Lot. K-2.
Kilian, Crawford. Wonders, Inc. 3-5.
Klein, H. Arthur. Peter Bruegel the Elder. 8-.
Knight, Damon, ed. Toward Infinity; 9 Science
Fiction Tales. 6-.
Knight, David C. The First Book of the Sun. 6-.
Knight, Mary. The Fox That Wanted Nine Golden
Tails. 3-4.
Kosterina, Nina. The Diary of Nina Kosterina.
7-12.
Krumgold, Joseph. The Most Terrible Turk.
3-5.
Kubie, Nora Benjamin. Israel. 4-6.
Kurtis, Arlene Harris. Puerto Ricans. 4-7.
Kyle, Elisabeth. Duet; The Story of Clara and
Robert Schumann. 6-9.
Land, Barbara. The Telescope Makers. 8-.
Larrick, Nancy, comp. On City Streets; An An-
thology of Poetry. 5-9.
. Piping Down the Valleys Wild; Poetry
for the Young of All Ages. 3-6.
Latham, Frank B. Abraham Lincoln. 6-9.
Lauber, Patricia. Bats. 4-6.
Lee, Mildred. The Skating Rink. 6-8.
Legum, Colin. The Bitter Choice; Eight South
Africans' Resistance to Tyranny. 7-10.
Lester, Richard W., comp. Of This World; A
Poet's Life in Poetry. 5-.
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Lexau, Joan M. Archimedes Takes a Bath. 4-6.
Lidstone, John. Building with Cardboard. 4-7.
Liston, Robert A. Downtown. 8-.
Little, Jean. One to Grow On. 4-6.
Livingston, Myra Cohn, ed. A Tune Beyond Us;
A Collection of Poetry. 7-.
Lopshire, Robert. I Am Better Than You. 1-3.
Lyon, Elinor. Strangers at the Door. 5-7.
McGinley, Phyllis Louise, comp. Wonders and
Surprises; A Collection of Poems. 6-.
McGowen, Tom. The Apple Strudel Soldier. K-3.
McGraw, Eloise Jarvis. Greensleeves. 7-10.
McHargue, Georgess, comp. The Best of Both
Worlds; An Anthology for All Ages. 6-.
McNeill, Janet. Goodbye, Dove Square. 5-8.
McPherson, James M. Marching Toward Free-
dom. 7-10.
Maddock, Reginald. The Dragon in the Garden.
5-7.
__ The Great Bow. 5-7.
Mahy, Margaret. A Lion in the Meadow. 5-7 yrs.
Manchel, Frank. When Pictures Began to Move.
6-9.
Mann, Peggy. When Carlos Closed the Street.
3-5.
May, Charles Paul. Great Cities of Canada. 5-8.
May, Julian. How We Are Born. 4-6.
. Living Things and Their Young. 4-6.
. Man and Woman. 4-6.
Mayne, William, ed. William Mayne's Book of
Giants. 4-6.
Mellersh, H. E. L. Minoan Crete. 8-.
Meredith, Robert, ed. Exploring the Great River;
Early Voyagers on the Mississippi from
DeSoto to LaSalle. 6-9.
Milne, Lorus. The Phoenix Forest. 5-7.
Mitchell, Donald, comp. Every Child's Book of
Nursery Songs. 3-7 yrs.
Mizumura, Kazue. The Emperor Penguins. 2-4.
Moore, Janet Gaylord. The Many Ways of Seeing.
8-.
Morey, Walt. Kavik the Wolf Dog. 6-9.
Mulvey, Mina White. Digging Up Adam; The
Story of L. S. B. Leakey. 7-12.
Neufeld, John. Edgar Allan. 6-9.
Nichols, Ruth. A Walk Out of the World. 5-6.
Nicole, Christopher. Operation Destruct. 7-10.
Norris, Gunilla B. Lillan. 4-6.
Orgel, Doris. Merry, Rose, and Christmas-Tree
June. 3-5.
Paine, Roberta M. Looking at Sculpture. 4-.
Pedersen, Elsa. House Upon a Rock. 6-9.
Phelan, Mary Kay. Midnight Alarm; The Story of
Paul Revere's Ride. 4-6.
Potter, Bronson. Antonio. 4-5.
Randall, Ruth Elaine (Painter). I Ruth. 8-.
Ransome, Arthur, ad. The Fool of the World and
the Flying Ship. K-3.
Raskin, Ellen. Ghost in a Four-Room Apartment.
K-2.
Ravielli, Anthony. From Fins to Hand. 4-6.
Rees, Ennis. More of Brer Rabbit's Tricks. K-.
Reeves, James. The Trojan Horse. 4-5.
Richoux, Pat. A Long Walk on a Short Dock. 6-9.
Ripley, Elizabeth. Hokusai. 6-9.
Rockwell, Anne. Glass, Stones and Crown; The
Abbe Suger and the Building of St. Denis.
6-10.
Rosenberg, Nancy. New Parts for People. 7-10.
Rosenfeld, Semyon. The First Song. 8-10.
Ross, Frank Xavier. Transportation of Tomor-
row. 7-12.
Royal, Denise. The Story of J. Robert Oppen-
heimer. 7-.
Ruskin, Ariane, ad. Nineteenth Century Art. 8-.
Sasek, Miroslav. This Is Washington, D.C. 4-6.
Schick, Eleanor. Katie Goes to Camp. K-2.
Schoenherr, John. The Barn. 2-4.
Schwartz, Alvin. Old Cities and New Towns. 5-7.
. University. 7-10.
Scott, Joseph. Egyptian Hieroglyphs for Every-
one. 7-.
Seeger, Elizabeth, ad. The Ramayana. 7-.
Selden, George. Tucker's Countryside. 4-6.
Selsam, Millicent Ellis. Maple Tree. 2-4.
Serraillier, Ian. Chaucer and His World. 8-.
Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. Goodnight Andrew
Goodnight Craig. 4-6 yrs.
Shaw, Arnold. The Rock Revolution. 7-.
Shaw, Arthur. What Happens When You Go to the
Hospital. 3-5.
Sherry, Sylvia. The Liverpool Cats. 5-7.
Showers, Paul. Before You Were a Baby. 2-3.
Shulevitz, Uri. Rain Rain Rivers. K-3.
Shull, Margaret Wise. Children of Appalachia.
4-6.
Silverberg, Robert. The Calibrated Alligator;
And Other Science Fiction Stories. 6-9.
Simon, Hilda. Insect Masquerades. 6-9.
Singer, Isaac Bashevis. When Shlemiel Went to
Warsaw; And Other Stories. 5-.
Snellgrove, Laurence Ernest. Franco and the
Spanish Civil War. 8-.
Society of Brothers, ed. The Shepherd's Pipe;
Songs from the Holy Night. 5-7.
Sonneborn, Ruth A. Seven in a Bed. K-2.
Southall, Ivan. Let the Balloon Go. 6-8.
Spicer, Dorothy Gladys, comp. The Owl's Nest;
Folktales from Friesland. 4-6.
Stanek, Muriel. Left, Right, Left, Right? K-1.
Steig, William. Sylvester and the Magic Pebble,
K-2.
Steptoe, John. Stevie. 5-7 yrs.
Stevens, Carla. The Birth of Sunset's Kittens.
K-3.
Stolz, Mary Slattery. The Dragons of the Queen.
5-7.
. The Story of a Singular Hen and Her
Peculiar Children. K-3.
Stone, A. Harris. Have a Ball! 4-7.
Sucksdorff, Astrid Bergman. The Roe Deer. 3-5.
Sully, Francois. Age of the Guerrilla. 9-.
Syme, Ronald. Bolfvar the Liberator. 4-7.
. Captain John Paul Jones. 4-6.
Tashjian, Virginia A., comp. Juba This and Juba
That; Story Hour Sketches for Large or Small
Groups. 3-5.
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Taylor, Florence M. A Boy Once Lived in Naza-
reth. K-2.
Taylor, Mark. Henry Explores the Jungle. K-2.
Taylor, Theodore. The Cay. 7-10.
Thayer, Jane. Andy and Mr. Cunningham. 4-7
yrs.
Thorvall, Kerstin. Gunnar Scores a Goal. 3-5.
Traven, B. The Creation of the Sun and Moon.
5-7.
Treece, Henry. The Dream Time. 5-7.
Tripp, Eleanor B. To America. 6-9.
Tunis, Edwin. The Young United States - 1783 to
1830. 5-9.
Turkle, Brinton. Thy Friend, Obadiah. 2-4.
Turner, Philip. Sea Peril. 6-8.
Uchida, Yoshiko. Hisako's Mysteries. 5-7.
Uden, Grant. A Dictionary of Chivalry. 6-.
Unkelbach, Kurt. Both Ends of the Leash. 4-7.
Vivier, Colette. The House of the Four Winds.
6-9.
Waller, Leslie. New Sound. 7-10.
Watson, Sally. Jade. 6-9.
Weiner, Sandra. It's Wings That Make Birds Fly.
5-.
Weiss, Renee Karol, comp. A Paper Zoo; A Col-
lection of Animal Poems by Modern Ameri-
can Poets. K-4.
Whitney, David. The Picture Life of Dwight D.
Eisenhower. 3-4.
Wiesner, William. Grabbit the Rascal. 3-5.
Williams, Ursula Moray. A Crown for a Queen.
3-5.
. The Cruise of the Happy-Go-Gay. 4-6.
. The Toymaker's Daughter. 4-5.
Withers, Carl. A World of Nonsense; Strange and
Humorous Tales from Many Lands. 4-6.
Wodehouse, P. G. Mike and Psmith. 6-.
Wohlrabe, Raymond A. Exploring Giant Molecules.
7-.
Wojciechowska, Maia. Tuned Out. 9-11.
Wood, James Playsted. I Told You So! A Life of
H. G. Wells. 8-.
Woolley, Catherine. Chris in Trouble. 3-4.
Wuorio, Eva-Lis. Save Alice! 5-7.
Wyndham, Robert, comp. Chinese Mother Goose
Rhymes. 4-6 yrs.
Yolen, Jane. Greyling. 3-5.
Young, Wesley A. The Zoo Was My World. 4-6.
Yurdin, Betty. The Tiger in the Teapot. 4-6 yrs.
Zaidenberg, Arthur. How to Paint with Water
Colors. 4-6.
Zajdler, Zoe, comp. Polish Fairy Tales. 4-6.
Zimelman, Nathan. The First Elephant Comes to
Ireland. 3-4.
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